
 
 

 Driverless Tech Could Save Canada Over $26bn Each Year 
 

New research by Global Positioning Specialists (GPS), a B2B comparison site for fleet management solutions, has revealed                 
how much GDP could be saved through driverless cars in 73 countries. Traffic accidents cost world economies billions each                   
year, but with the development of autonomous driving technologies these costs could be reduced dramatically, they found.  
 
Surprisingly, Canada loses over $29bn a year to        
traffic accidents. Ranking 7th, Canada is one of the         
world’s worst offenders for GDP lost to traffic        
accidents. However, if all vehicles were driverless       
the amount of GDP lost could be reduced by over          
$26bn each year. 
 
GPS investigated the percentage of GDP lost to        
traffic accidents and combined this with the total        
GDP of each country as well as the the percentage          
that driverless tech could reduce traffic accidents       
to reveal the monetary impact that driverless       
technology could have on world economies. 
 
The U.S. lose over $340bn to traffic accidents a         
year, the largest amount of GDP lost in the world.          
The amount of GDP lost could be substantially        
reduced by over $306bn a year using driverless        
vehicles, making the roads considerably safer. 
 
Although the U.S. lose the most GDP to traffic         
accidents, South Africa has the highest percentage       
of GDP lost to traffic accidents in the world (7.8%),          
but because of a much lower GDP, South Africa         
ranked 13th, where driverless tech could have       
reduced lost GDP by over $21bn. 
 
Lucile Michaut, head of GPS comments: “This       
research has two facets to it, on the one hand there           
is the amount of money which we spend on         
accidents each year, which in itself is interesting.        
Then you realise how many of these accidents        
could be avoided with new driverless technology.       
Governments will never spend on investing in       
things like this unless there is concrete evidence,        
but here we have proved there are strong economic         
reasons to invest in driverless technology, as well        
as the obvious improvement to public safety.” 
 
 
 
Notes to editors: 

● GPS investigated the percentage of GDP      
lost to traffic accidents, the total GDP of each country and the latest driverless technology report outlining the                  
percentage that driverless tech could reduce traffic accidents to reveal how much GDP could be saved through                 
driverless tech in 73 countries 

● Sources: WHO Global Report on Road Safety 2015, World DataBank Gross Domestic Product 2015, and McKinsey &                 
Company How Autonomous Cars Could Redefine The Automotive World 2016 

● If you would like any more information or figures please email joshua.frisby@gps.com.au 
 
If you wish to use the data please ensure you credit GPS with: 
http://www.gps.com.au/fleet-management-solutions/driverless-cars-set-to-save-world-economies-billions-world-s
tudy 
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